
PROGRESSIVE 
     Synonyms:  enterprising, liberal, forward-looking, broad-minded, 
risk-taker, challenger, results-oriented 

Focused on progress and development, she is always encouraging 
others to follow her by challenging and inspiring them. 

His driving force is to make improvements in the world around him.  
Stuck in a place where things always stay the same and there is no 
room for progress, his creativity will wither up and die.   

Tradition and stability are anathema to her.  Her forward-looking,  
progressive outlook opens the way for evolution and development. 

This is the maverick who rides in the forefront, bringing about 
change, repudiating stagnation. 

He is a quick learner with the ability to rapidly assimilate and 
use new information.   

She has a progressive outlook and doesn't hesitate to try out 
alternative ways of doing things. 

With his tendency towards traditionalism, he finds it hard to 
accept new ideas and methods.  Nonetheless, he pushes himself to 
try the unfamiliar and tread into new territories.   

You may be very physically active, but it is your mental energy 
that gives you your character.  Because you are a complex person it 
seems as if new sides of your personality are continually emerging 
as you continue to grow.  In fact, your entire focus is on growth 
and how to improve whatever situation you place yourself in.   

For you, the future is a much more interesting place than the 
present and you are continually looking ahead, with a vision for 
the long-term consequences of your actions. 

When subject to evaluation, you are willing to listen and learn 
from the opinions of others. Negative feedback may smart at first, 
but after licking your wounds, you analyze what has been said and 
try to grow from the experience.  

Progressive and action-oriented, he is quick to see where there is 



room for improvement and act on it. 

She is willing to risk failure while trying to improve existing 
methods.   

He likes being known as a ground breaker. 

He is not interested in simply creating motion for its own sake, 
but also wants to see concrete results for his efforts. 

Challenging what has gone before, this enterprising individual 
dives into uncharted waters and blazes new trails. 

She doesn't wait for opportunities to come along, but creates her 
own breaks.  She knows the truth in the old axiom, "success happens 
when preparation meets opportunity." 

Looking the possibility of failure right in the eye, he forges 
ahead in the interests of progress and development. 

He could be called a visionary, so far-reaching are his ideas.  
Yet, he has the practical know-how to back them up and put them 
into production. 

A progressive, dynamic environment is the type of backdrop he needs 
in order to grow and flourish.  When subjected to constant 
restraints in the form of, "but that's the way we've always done 
it..." he will be discouraged into immobility. 

This is not someone who will remain static for long.  Her mind is 
constantly churning, generating new concepts and finding 
alternatives. 

People soon learn that if they want something done, this is the 
woman to call on. 

There is a tendency for you to keep reinventing the wheel, as you 
don't like looking back on past experiences so as to learn from 
them.  As a result, you may find yourself making the same mistakes 
over and over. 

With an easygoing approach to business and a low motivation, this 



writer's may be versatile but is less productive than his talents 
suggest. 

Her capacity for dealing promptly and effectively with problems 
gives this individual the insight needed to envision alternative 
solutions. 


